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Science and Social Change 1700-1900
1983

when health officials in san francisco discovered bubonic plague in their city s chinatown in 1900 they responded with intrusive controlling and arbitrary measures
that touched off a sociocultural conflict still relevant today guenter b risse s history of an epidemic is the first to incorporate the voices of those living in chinatown
at the time including the desperately ill wong chut king believed to be the first person infected lasting until 1904 the plague in san francisco s chinatown reignited
racial prejudices renewed efforts to remove the chinese from their district and created new tensions among local state and federal public health officials quarreling
over the presence of the deadly disease risse s rich nuanced narrative of the event draws from a variety of sources including chinese language reports and accounts
he addresses the ecology of chinatown the approaches taken by chinese and western medical practitioners and the effects of quarantine plans on chinatown and its
residents risse explains how plague threatened california s agricultural economy and san francisco s leading commercial role with asia discusses why it brought on a
wave of fear mongering that drove perceptions and intervention efforts and describes how chinese residents organized and successfully opposed government
quarantines and evacuation plans in federal court by probing public health interventions in the setting of one of the most visible ethnic communities in united states
history plague fear and politics in san francisco s chinatown offers insight into the clash of eastern and western cultures in a time of medical emergency

Albert Samain 1858-1900
1949

modernist texts and writings of protest have until now received most of the critical attention of literary scholars of the first world war popular literature with its
penchant for predictable storylines melodramatic prose and patriotic rhetoric has been much maligned or at the very least ignored boys in khaki girls in print
women s literary responses to the great war redresses the balance it turns the spotlight on the novels and memoirs of women writers many of whom are now
virtually forgotten that appealed to a british reading public hungry for amusement news and above all encouragement in the face of uncertainty and grief the
writers of 1914 18 had powerful models for interpreting their war as a consideration of texts from the anglo boer war of 1899 1902 shows they were also bolstered
by wartime publishing practices that reinforced the sense that their books whether fiction or non fiction were not simply light entertainment but a powerful agents
of propaganda generously illustrated boys in khaki girls in print is a scholarly yet accessible illumination of a hitherto untapped resource of women s writing and is
an important new contribution to the study of the literature of the great war

Plague, Fear, and Politics in San Francisco's Chinatown
2012-03-14

this book covers the assessment of people within the workplace written in jargon free language it offers a guide to psychological assessment that can be used by
managers in their everyday work each chapter will specifically cover an assessment practice and then explore the issues surrounding it following this discussion
with a case study ideas for test selection guidance on assessment centre practice and illustrations of successfully worked exercises are also included



Boys in Khaki, Girls in Print
2005-10-06

every four years journalists propel a presidential campaign into the national consciousness new candidates and issues become features of the political landscape
while familiar rituals are reshaped by the unpredictability of personalities and events underlying this apparent process of change however is a recurrent cycle of
political themes and social attitudes a pulse of politics that locks the process of choosing a president into a predictable pattern in this bold and brilliant examination
of modern presidential politics james david barber reveals the dynamics of this cycle and shows how the pattern of drift and reaction may be broken in this most
critical of political choices barber probes beneath the surface of campaigns to detect a steady rhythm of major political motifs the theory he advances in colorful
narrative chapters is that three dominant themes conflict conscience conciliation recur in foreseeable twelve year cycles a combative campaign truman vs dewey in
1948 is followed four years later by a moral crusade eisenhower vs stevenson in 1952 which in turn is succeeded by a contest to unify the nation the eisenhower
stevenson rematch in 1956 the pattern is then renewed the fierce combat between kennedy and nixon in 1960 was followed in 1964 by the contest of principle
between johnson and goldwater in 1968 richard nixon defeated hubert humphrey by promising to bring the nation together monitoring shifting national political
moods is a new elite the journalists barber makes the case that the party system increasingly clumsy and inflexible can no longer pick up the beat of politics instead
it is through newspapers magazines and television that the main themes of a campaign are sounded created and destroyed this new edition of the pulse of politics
provides a timely guide to the themes of the 1992 presidential campaign and to future elections it will be of special interest to political scientists historians media
analysts and journalists

Psychological Assessment in the Workplace
2005-06-24

in kingdom of god theodore kallman illuminates the brief life of a christian socialist community founded by four men a minister and editor a professor and an
engineer on a worn out cotton plantation just outside of columbus georgia in 1896 while christian commonwealth only lasted until 1900 its combination of religious
communitarianism and socialist ideology proved attractive to many it was a place where women enjoyed a sort of political equality and where its school open to all
white students of muscogee county emphasized a critique of private property kallman explains how particular brand of tolstoyan anarchism inspired by the russian
novelist s philosophical treatise the kingdom of god is within you 1894 and christ s sermon on the mount took root in west central georgia and attracted attention
from famous onlookers leo tolstoy and jane addams included in kallman s capable hands what appears to be merely a blip barely worth mentioning for historians of
georgia and the larger united states instead emerges as a story that has much to teach us about gilded age american and provides necessary context for the surging
interest in america s socialist past

The Pulse of Politics
2011-12-31

in the last twenty five years americans have gained considerable freedom in thier personal lives relationships are now more flexible and self development has
become a primary goal for both men and women most scholars have criticized this trend to greater freedom arguing that it undermines family bonds and promotes



selfishness and extreme independence francesca cancian is more optimistic in this book she shows that many american couples succeed in combining self
development with commitment and that interdependence not independence is their ideal in interdependent relationships love and self development do not conflict
but reinforce each other love in america compares traditional forms of marriage with these newer forms of close relationships starting with the nineteenth century
cancian shows how gender roles became polarized with love which was identified with emotional expression no practical help being the responsibility of women
while self development was regarded as a masculine concern these traditional images of love and relationships are still held by many americans today even though
as cancian points out this can lead to marital conflict and individual stress and illness by contrast new images of love emphasizing self development for men and
women and flexible androgynous roles began to emerge around 1900 accelerating in the 1960s she concludes that this trend to self development and androgyny will
continue but that whether it will lead to more interdependent relationships or to more independence and isolation depends partly on economic and political changes
in the wider society the evidence for cancian s argument comes from sociological historical and psychological sources her book will interest readers in these
disciplines as well s appeal to a wide general audience

Themes in the Socioethnic History of Northwestern Ethiopia, 1300-1900
1994

is music a language of the emotions how do recorded pop songs differ from works created for live performance is john cage s silent piece 4 33 music stephen davies
s new book collects some of his most important papers on central topics in the philosophy of music as well as perennial questions davies addresses contemporary
controversies including the impact of modern technology on the presentation and reception of both new and old musical works these essays two ofthem new and
previously unpublished are self standing but thematically connected and will be of great interest to philosophers aestheticians and to theorists of music and art

The Kingdom of God Is at Hand
2021-04-15

in frontier fictions firoozeh kashani sabet looks at the efforts of iranians to defend if not expand their borders in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries and
explores how their conceptions of national geography influenced cultural and political change the frontier fictions or the ways in which the iranians viewed their
often fluctuating borders and the conflicts surrounding them played a dominant role in defining the nation on these borderlands new ideas of citizenship and
nationality were unleashed refining older ideas of ethnicity kashani sabet maintains that land based conceptions of countries existed before the advent of the
modern nation state her focus on geography enables her to explore and document fully a wide range of aspects of modern citizenship in iran including love of
homeland the hegemony of the persian language and widespread interest in archaeology travel and map making while many historians have focused on the concept
of the imagined community in their explanations of the rise of nationalism kashani sabet is able to complement this perspective with a very tangible explanation of
what connects people to a specific place her approach is intended to enrich our understanding not only of iranian nationalism but also of nationalism everywhere

Love in America
1990-08-31



the life and death but also the creative work of famous musicians is closely linked to their personal medical histories in famous composers diseases reloaded these
case histories are vividly reconstructed on the basis of authentic biographical testimonies and closely linked to the personalities of the musicians the latest research
findings on the pathophysiology of these composers will be woven into the overall picture was paganini s devilishness caused by a hereditary disease did scarlatti
have strange signs of illness on his fingers what did bach really die of how did christel from a dubious milieu change schumann s entire life what aggravated ravel s
underlying illness so that he did not complete a single composition in the last five years before his death how did tárrega manage to play the guitar again after his
stroke with hemiplegia did the brazilian villa lobos worldwide reputation help him live longer thanks to the best treatment available to him andreas otte physician
and musician has incorporated the latest medical history research into the composers pathographies this book is an exciting and well tempered reading experience
not only for physicians music lovers musicologists and musicians but for all readers who want to develop a basic understanding of the pathophysiology and life
scores of these great masters under current conditions from today s perspective

The Tailor
1898

this book argues that ancient and modern african indigenous knowledges remain key to africa s role in global capital technological and knowledge development and
to addressing her marginality and postcoloniality the contributors engage the unresolved problematics of the historical and contemporary linkages between african
knowledges and the african academy and between african and global knowledges the book relies on historical and comparative political analysis to explore the
global context for the application of indigenous knowledges for tackling postcolonial challenges of knowledge production conflict and migration and women s rights
on the continent in transcontinental african contexts asserting the enduring potency of african indigenous knowledges for the transformation of policy the african
academy and the study of africa in the global academy this book will be of interest to scholars of african studies postcolonial studies and decolonisation and global
affairs

Themes in the Philosophy of Music
2003-01-02

the history of the conservative party during the first half of the twentieth century was marked by crisis and controversy from joseph chamberlain s tariff reform
campaign through the lloyd george coalition and the national government between the wars to the defeat of 1945 and the post war recovery this study provides a
lucid account of this turbulent and formative period in the history of the most durable and adaptive force in modern british politics

Natural History Theme Studies
1975

in 1900 china chose to take on imperialism by fighting a war with the world on the parched north china plain this multi disciplinary volume explores the causes
behind what is now known as the boxer war examining its particular cruelties and its impact on china foreign imperialism in china and on the foreign imagination
the boxers have often been represented as a force from china s past resisting an enforced modernity here expert contributors argue that this rebellion was instead a



wholly modern resistance to globalizing power representing new trends in modern china and in international relations this volume will appeal to readers interested
in modern chinese east asian and european history as well as the history of imperialism colonialism warfare missionary work and christianity

California Art
1998

now covering the whole of europe from the french revolution to the present day this major new edition has been completely revised and brought up to date the
approach embraces the whole continent from both national and regional perspectives and combines political survey with grass roots people history bringing this
history vividly to life the authors use a very broad range of sources including memoirs archives letters songs and newspapers in particular there is new treatment of
the following themes religion and the modern papacy immigration in europe and relationships between minority and majority groups unesco the european bill of
rights the seeds of conflict in bosnia and croatia europe s relations with the wider world with particular attention to the middle east and japan

Frontier Fictions
1999

global boundaries considers conceptual legal and geopolitical aspects of international borders and borderlands this book also presents a detailed discussion of
antarctica an area of global territorial dispute

Famous Composers – Diseases Reloaded
2022-09-13

plaats van de natuurwetenschappen in de samenleving tussen 1700 en 1900 in het bijzonder in groot brittannië

African Indigenous Knowledges in a Postcolonial World
2020-11-29

mary e richmond 1861 1928 was a contemporary of jane addams and an influential leader in the american charity organization movement in this biography the first
in depth study of richmond s life and work elizabeth n agnew examines the contributions of this important if hitherto under valued woman to the field of charity and
to its development into professional social work orphaned at a young age and largely self educated richmond initially entered charity work as a means of self
support but came to play a vital role in transforming philanthropy previously seen as a voluntary expression of individual altruism into a valid organized profession
her career took her from charity organization leadership in baltimore and philadelphia to an executive position with the prestigious russell sage foundation in new
york city richmond s progressive civic philosophy of social work was largely informed by the social gospel movement she strove to find practical applications of the
teachings of christianity in response to the social problems that accompanied rapid industrialization urbanization and poverty at the same time her tireless efforts



and personal example as a woman created an appealing if ambiguous path for other professional women a century later her legacy continues to echo in social work
and welfare reform

Themes in the Socioethnic History of Northwestern Ethopia, 1300-1900
1994

the question of the photographic construction and representation of national identity is not limited to the long 19th century but is a current issue in the post colonial
post global digital world the essays by international contributors aim at studying the relationship between photographic archives and the idea of nation yet without
focusing on single symbolic icons and instead considering the wider archival and sedimental dimension

サクシード英単語1900
1995

willa cather wrote about the places she knew including nebraska new mexico new york and virginia often forgotten among these essential locations has been
pittsburgh during the ten years pittsburgh was her home 1896 1906 cather worked as an editor journalist teacher and freelance writer she mixed with all sorts of
people and formed friendships both ephemeral and lasting she published extensively and not just profiles and reviews but also a collection of poetry april twilights
and more than thirty short stories including several collected in the troll garden that are now considered masterpieces a death in the desert the sculptor s funeral a
wagner matinee and paul s case during extended working vacations through 1916 she finished four novels in pittsburgh cather studies volume 13 explores the
myriad ways that these crucial years in pittsburgh shaped cather s writing career and the artistic professional and personal connections she made there with
contributions from fourteen well known cather scholars this collection of essays recognizes the importance pittsburgh played in cather s life and work and deepens
our appreciation of how her art examines and elucidates the human experience

The Conservative Party and British Politics 1902 - 1951
2014-01-14

vols for 1969 include actfl annual bibliography of books and articles on pedagogy in foreign languages 1969

Sunday School Library Bulletin
1898

an innovative deeply researched history of chinese medicine in america and the surprising interplay between eastern and western medical practice chinese
medicine has a long history in the united states with written records dating back to the american colonial period in this intricately crafted history tamara venit
shelton chronicles the dynamic systems of knowledge therapies and materia medica crossing between china and the united states from the eighteenth century to the



present chinese medicine she argues has played an important and often unacknowledged role in both facilitating and undermining the consolidation of medical
authority among formally trained biomedical scientists in the united states practitioners of chinese medicine as racial embodiments of irregular medicine became
useful foils for western physicians struggling to assert their superiority of practice at the same time chinese doctors often embraced and successfully employed
orientalist stereotypes to sell their services to non chinese patients skeptical of modern biomedicine what results is a story of racial constructions immigration
politics cross cultural medical history and the lived experiences of asian americans in american history

Catalogue of the Officers and Students
1888

this companion constitutes the most significant and comprehensive reference source to the composer in english edited by two of the leading scholars in the field the
collection consists of over 50 contributions from an international array of contributors including recognized polish experts the companion thus provides a systematic
authoritative and up to date compilation of information concerning the composer s life thought and works

The Boxers, China, and the World
2007

bryant white steven a williams kyle d johnson oklahoma department of wildlife conservation journal of wildlife management

Modern Europe, 1789-Present
2014-06-06

what makes mozart s music so great why does a minor chord sound sad and a major chord sound happy what s the difference between opera and operetta from bach
to bernstein this definitive e guide offers a complete survey of the history of classical music whether you already love classical music or you re just beginning to
explore it the complete classical music guide invites you to discover the spirituality of byrd s masses the awesome power of handel s messiah and the wonders of
wagner s operas as well as hundreds more composers and their masterpieces this e guide takes you on a journey through more than 1 000 years charting the
evolution of musical instruments styles and genres biographies of major and lesser known composers offer rich insights into their music and the historical and
cultural contexts that influenced their genius the ebook explores the features that defined each musical era from the ornate brilliance of the baroque through the
drama of romantic music to contemporary genres such as minimalism and electronic music timelines quotes and colour photographs give a voice to this music and
the exceptionally gifted individuals who created it

Global Boundaries
2002-01-31



this new revision guide with over 1500 questions reasoned answers and links to explanatory text gives a comprehensive range of multiple choice questions mcqs
and extended matching items emis complete with sample papers this book provides everything you need for the written parts of the mrcpsych and comparable hi

Science and Social Change
1983

this exciting new book marks a major shift in the study of the south african war it turns attention from the war s much debated causes onto its more neglected
consequences an international team of scholars explores the myriad legacies of the war for south africa for britain for the empire and beyond the extensive
introduction sets the contributions in context and the elegant afterword offers thought provoking reflections on their cumulative significance

Brio
1999

for the last 150 years advertising has created a consumer culture in the united states shaping every facet of american life from what we eat and drink to the clothes
we wear and the cars we drive in the united states advertising has carved out an essential place in american culture and advertising messages undoubtedly play a
significant role in determining how people interpret the world around them this three volume set examines the myriad ways that advertising has influenced many
aspects of 20th century american society such as popular culture politics and the economy advertising not only played a critical role in selling goods to an eager
public but it also served to establish the now world renowned consumer culture of our country and fuel the notion of the american dream the collection spotlights
the most important advertising campaigns brands and companies in american history from the late 1800s to modern day each fact driven essay provides insight and
in depth analysis that general readers will find fascinating as well as historical details and contextual nuance students and researchers will greatly appreciate these
volumes demonstrate why advertising is absolutely necessary not only for companies behind the messaging but also in defining what it means to be an american

From Charity to Social Work
2004

Science and Social Change in Britain and Europe, 1700-1900
1983

Photo Archives and the Idea of Nation
2014-12-16
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2021-07

MLA International Bibliography of Books and Articles on the Modern Languages and Literatures
1996

Herbs and Roots
2019-11-26

The Szymanowski Companion
2015-09-28

State Wildlife Management and Conservation
2018-03

Catalogue of Title Entries of Books and Other Articles Entered in the Office of the Register of
Copyrights, Library of Congress, at Washington, D.C.
1901

The Complete Classical Music Guide
2019-11-07
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